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31/10/2017
NOTIFICATION

The following is the short list containing the Roll Numbers of candidates who are found
provisionally eligible to be called for Certificate Verification for selection to the under
mentioned posts on the basis of written test conducted on 24/09/2017. The Roll
Numbers are arranged in the numerical sequence and the arrangement does not in any
way, indicate their respective rank on the basis of the said tests.
MAIN LIST
MEDICAL PHYSICIST
17023011
17023015
17023019
17023023
OFFICE ASSISTANT
17025009
PLUMBER
17024009 17024028 17024045
17024022 17024039 17024047
17024026 17024040
Note: - (1) Inclusion of Roll Numbers in this list is purely provisional subject to scrutiny
and admission of applications on absolute basis. Inclusion of Roll Numbers in the Short
List does not confer any right on the candidate for inclusion in the Ranked List and
subsequent regular appointment.

Note: - (2) Candidates included in the short List should present and produce in person
with original documents for Verification.
Note: - (3) The details of the marks secured by the candidates in each category of posts
which are included in the main list of this short list is indicated below.
1. Medical Physicist
2. Office Assistant
3. Plumber

- 50 (Fifty) marks and above
- 40 (Forty) marks and above
- 75 (Seventy Five) marks and above

Note: - (4) Candidates belonging to Other Backward Classes included in this list who are
required to produce Non - Creamy Layer Certificate as per G.O (P) No: 81/09/SC/ST/DD
dated 26.09.2009 shall produce the same along with the other documents mentioned
above at the time of verification of original documents. SC/ST candidates shall produce
community certificate obtained from the Revenue authorities not below the rank of
Tahsildar
The date, time and venue of certificate verification will be intimated in due course.
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